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In general, the existence of an economic equilibrium is shown by
defining a continuous function from a compact, convex set into itself
whose fixed points are equilibrium points and conversely.
The existence of fixed points of such a function can be constructively
shown by takinq a sequence of triangulations of the set into simplices
with mesh tending to zero whose vertices are labelled with an integer in-
duced by the function values. The well known Sperner's lemma guarantees
the existence of a so-called completely labelled simplex yielding an ap-
proximate fix?d point. In the limit, each congevergent subsequence of such
simplices convergc~s to a fixcd point. In this paper we will show with sim-
ilar arguments that any excess demand function on the unit simplex has a
zero point and that this thcorem is equivalent to Brouwer's theorem. More-
over, some weaker versions of Brouwer's theorem and the zeropoint theorem
are qiven. The appiications to the existence of an unemployment equili-
brium in an economy with fixed prices and to the convex programining pro-
blem will conclude the paper.
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1. Introduction
Except for some preliminary results it was not before the fifties
that a number of authors gave a rigourous proof of the e.cistence of an
equilibrium in an economy. In their proofs they use rather sophisticated
concepts and theorems from combinatorial topology such as the famous fixed
point theorems of Brouwer and Kakutani. Making use of this fixed point ma-
chinery, later on many authors proved the existence of an equilibrium point
in a wide variety of economic models.
Brouwer's fixed point theorem which states that any continuous
function f from a compact convex set of Rn into itself has at least one
fixed point f(x) - x, has an analogon in combinatorial theory which is
known as Sperner's lemma. In fact, Brouwer's theor.em is equivalent to
Sperner's lemma. A slight modification of Sperner's lemma is fundamental
in a remarkable algorithm to approximate an equilíbrium in an economic
model, introduced by Scarf. This algorithm together with two similar
methods due to Kuhn has involved a class of socalled simplicíal fixed
point algorithms. To find an equilibrium, in general, a continuous func-
tion f from the unit simplex into itself is defined whose fixed points
are equilibrium price vectors and conversely. The existence proof of a
fixed point of a function from the unit simplex into itself is as fol-
lows. Each point x of the unit simplex is labelled with the index of the
smallest component of f(x) - x. Then any triangulation of the unit sim-
plex into simplices has a simplex whose vertices are differently label-
led. Such a completely labelled simplex yields an approximate fixed point
of f. The existence of completely labelled simplices is guaranteed by
Sperner's lemma. The accuracy of the approximation depends on the mesh of
the triangulation. Taking a sequence of triangulations of the unit sim-
plex with mesh tending to zero, each convergent subsequence of complet-
ely labelled simplices converges to a fixed point of f. A simplicial fix-
ed point algorithm is nothing else than finding completely labelled sim-
plices for such a sequence of triangulations.
However to compute or to prove the existence of an equilibrium
in an exchange economy the transfortnation to a fixed point problem is not
necessary. In general, any continuous excess demand function z on the
unit simplex induces a labelling on the unit simplex such that a completely-z-
labellec3 simplex yields an ripproximate zero point. 7tti accuracy as approxim-
at.iore should be better t-han for an approximate fixed point of tlie issoc-
iate~.3 function from the unit simplex into itself. Moreover, by labelling
on the excess demand the path of points qenerated by some simplicial algor-
ithms can be interpreted as an adjustment proces which converges under
rather weak conditions. We will show that Brouwer's theorem on the unit
simplex is equivalent to the zero point theorem,
By relaxing conditions on z we will prove that ani- so-called general ex-
cess demand function z has a point p such that z(p) ~ 0. Also a weaker cori-
dition of Brouwer's theorem is given. Two examples conclude th e paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Some basic ideas are given in section 2.
In section 3 the equivalence theorem between the zero point theorem and
Brouwer's theorem on the unit simplex is stated and proved. The concept
of triangulatiny a set in simplices is discussed in section 4 whereas
section 5 gives Sperner's lemma. Using this lemma, the zero point theorem
is proved in section 6. Also weaker versions of Brouwer's fixed noint theo-
rem and the zero point theorem on the unit simplex are given in this sec-
tion. Finally, section 7 discusses two examples. The first one shows the
existence of an unemployment equilibrium in an economy with fixed prices
and the other example shows how the results of section 6 can be applied
to convex proyramming problems.
2. Basic idea
In this section we give the basic idea of a simplicial algorithm
to find a zero of a continuous function q from the n-dimensional unit sim-
plex Sn into Rn}I, where
nf 1
n ntl
S-~p ~ R ~ E p. - 1 and p. ~ 0, i-- 1,...,ntl},
i i -
i-1
and where q satisfies the condition that q~(p) - yh(p) for all j,h - 1,...,
nt1 implies g(p) - 0. To clarify the relevance of this problem we give the
following two examples.- 3 -
Example 1. Let f be a continuous function from Sn to the affine hull Tn of
n n ntl nfl
S, i.e. T-{p c' R
Ici-1 pi - 1}. To find a fixed point f(p) - p we
define the function g from Sn to Tn - Sn by g(p) -f(p)-p. Clearly, g(p) -
if and only if g;(p) - gh(p) for all j,h. Moreover,a zero of q is a fixed
point. of f.
F;xampLe 2. Let g be a continuous function from Sn to Rn}1 such that
'P nt 1
p gO~) )i-1 pigi(p)
0 for all p C Sn. Clearly, gj(p) - gh(p) for all
j,h implies g(p) - 0.
To find an approximate zero of g we could define a labelling function
R: Sn -~ {1,...,ntl} such that a set of ntl differently labelled points
close to each other yield an approximate zero of q. As an example of such
a labelling we may take Y.(x) - ~ with j some element out of the set
{ gh(x) - min gk(x)}.
k-1,...,nt1
Letting wl,...,wn}1 be ntl points (close to each other) with 2(wl) - i
than there exists an E~~ 0 such that for all x in the convex hull of
1 ntl
w,..,w we have for all j,h
i9j(x) - gh(x)~ ~ e,
where e can be made arbitrarily small by taking wl,...,wn}1 sufficiently
close to each other. Hence, if such an (ntl)-tuple of points exists, all
compor.ents of g are close to each other and therefore close to zero since
g is continuous.
The discussion above makes clear the idea of both a simplicial
algorithm to find a zero of g and the proof of the existence of a zero of
g. The existence proof is based on the existence of ntl differently lab-
elled points arbitrarily close to each other, whereas a simplicial algor-
ithms makes a search to such a set of points sufficiently close to each
other. Sets of ntl points close to each other are obtained by triangul-
atin9 Sn into simplices whose ntl vertices form such a set. The main
purpose of this paper is to qive conditions on g under which completely
labelled simplices and hence a zero point of g exists.
0- 9 -
3. The equivalence thcorem
As already mentioned in the introduction, in qeneral the existence
of an. economic equilibrium is shown by applying a fixed peint theorem.5ince
the fifties, a serie of existence proofs for several economic models has
been qiven by usinq the fixed point theorems of Brouwer [1] and Kakutani
[5]. These theorems have become well known in mathematical economics after
the pionering work of Debreu [2] and other authors amongst them Arrow,
Gale, MacKenzie, Nash and Nikaido. Whereas the theorem of Brouwer only
deals with continuous functions, Kakutani's theorem also allows for upper-
semi continuous mappings. However, for simplicity we will restrict our-
selves to continuous functions.
Theorem 3.1. (Brouwer, ]912)
Let C be a compact and convex subset of Rm. Then any continuous
~ ~
function f from C into itself has at least one fixed point x- f(x ).
It is very easy to construct examples for which the fixed point
property does not hold when C is not compact or when f is not continuous.
The convexity condition on C can, however, be relaxed. Since a homeomorphism
between the unit simplex Sn and any n dimensional compact convex subset of
Rm, m~ n, can be contructed we restrict ourselves to the Brouwer fixed
- n
point t~ieorem on S .
To show the existence of an equilibrium in an exchange economy it
is however sufficient to prove that there is a price system for which the
excess demand equals zero. So, in fact we have to prove that there is a
solution to a system of nonlinear equations. It is stated in Scarf 118,
p. 29] that the transformation of such a system into a fixed point problem,
although artificial, may be necessary for the application of the fixed
point machinery. Smale [19], however, has shown that this transformation
at least in some sense and in certain ways is not so necessary. In this
paper we wi11 give a direct proof of the existence of an economic equili-
brium price too. This proof is basically the same as the proof of Brouwer's
theorem. Therefore it will not surprise that thereis a close relationship
between Brouwer's theorem on Sn and theorem 3.3 below.Sn by
- 5 -
For i - 1,...,ntl, we define the i-th boundary of the unit simplex
n n~
S. -{x E 5 x. - OJ.
i i
n ntl~ ntl
Recal] that S-{x F R ,~i-~ xi - 1 and xi ' 0, i- 1,...,ntl}.
Observe that the unit simplex is the convex hull of the nfl unit vectors
in Rn}1, to be denoted e(1),...,e(n}1). Por n- 2 the set Sn is illus-
trated in figure 1.
e (3)
e (2)
F'igure 1. The n-dimensional unit simplex, n-- 2.
Defínition 3.2. A continuous function z: Sn -~ Rn}1 is an excess demand
function (e.d.f.) if
(i) for all p E Sn, pTz(p) - 0(Walras~law)
(ii) zi(p) - 0 if p~ Si (nonneqative excess demand if pi - 0).
An excess demand function follows from an exchange economy with ntl commo-
dities and m consumers if for each consumer i, i- 1,...,m- 6 -
a) the consumption set X1 is a compact, convex subset of Rn containing the
set
ntli m k
{x ~ R ,0 - xj ~ ck-1 wj. J- 1,...,ntl},
where wl -(wi,...,wn}1)T i.s the vector of initial endowments of con-
sumer i,
b) wl ~ 0, for all i,j,
J
c) the preferences :~ of the consumers are continuous, monotonic and
-i
strictly convex.
Let xl(p) be the demand of consumer i given price p ~ Sn, i.e. x~(p) max-
imizes the utility of i subject to px ~ pwl. Then the total excess demand
z(p) - E~-1(xl(p) - wl) satisfies the conditions of definition 3.2. On the
other hand, the research of subsequently Sonnenschein [20, 21], Mantel [16]
and Debreu [3] has shown that a function z satisfying (i) and (ii) of def-
inition 3.2 could be almost arbitrary and still be derived from classical
preferences of the consumers.
Theorem 3.3. (Zero point theorem)
Any excess demand function z: Sn ~ Rn}1 has at least one zero,
i.e. there exists a p~ E Sn with z(p~) - 0.
The zero point theorem follows immediately from BrouwF,r's theorem
and ~.onverr~~ely.
Theorem 3.4. (Equivalence theorem)
Brouwer's theorem holds if and only if the zero point theorem i.s
true.
Proof.
Suppose Brouwer's theorem is true and let z be an e.d.E. from SI~
to Rn}1. Then we define the function f from Sn into itself hy
f.(p) -[p. f max{O,z.(p)}]~c(p), J- 1,...,n}1. (3.1)
J J J-~-
where c(p) - 1} En}1 max{O,z.(p)}. Clearly f satisfies the conditions of
J-1 7
Brouwer's theorem and has a fixed point, say px. Hence,
p~ -~px t max{O,L.(P~)})~c(PX)~ j- 1,...,ntl.
J J J
Suppose that z.(p~) ~ 0 for some j. Then c(p~) ~ 1 and hence zk(px) ~ 0
J
for all k with pk :~ 0. This implies pxTZ(px) ~ 0 contradictínq condition
(i) of definition 1.3.3. Consequently z,(p~) ~ 0, for all j. Suppose that
7
for some j,zj(px) ~ 0. Then again by condition (i), p~ - 0 which contra-
dicts conditíon (ií). Hence, z(pX) - 0, implying that the zero point theor-
em is true if erouwer's theorem holds.
Conversely, suppose the zero point theorem is true. Then we have
to prove that any continuous function f from some compact, convex n-dimen-
sional set into itself has a fixed point. As stated earlier it is suffic-
ient to restrict ourselves to C- Sn. So, let f: Sn -~ Sn be continuous.
Now we define z: Sn -; Rn}1 by
zlp) - a(p)f(p) - Ij(p)p,
where a(p) -- „p~,h - pTp and f~(p) - pTf(p). Clearly, z is continuous. Fur-
therrnore for all p E Sn
pTz(p) - aíp)pTf(p) - B(p)pTp - a(P)~(p) - 8(p)a(p) - 0
and hence (i) is satisfied. Next, let pi ~ 0 then
z. (p) - a(p)f. (p) - f3(p)p. - a(p)f. (p) ~ 0
i i i i -
implying that also (ii) holds. So the conditions of the zero point theorem
are satisfied and hence there is a p~ with z(px) - 0. Consequently
z(p~) - a(p~)f(p~) - B(p~)px - 0. (3.2)
Since both f(px) and pX belong to Sn it follows that
Enfl
z(p~) - a(px)F.n}i f(px) -(3(p~)~n}1 px - a(px) - S(p~) - ~, j-1 j j-1 j 7-1 j-~-
implying that a(px) - B(px). Moreover a(p~) ~ 0 by the fact that p~ E Sn.
Hence ( 3.2) implies f(px) - pX, which shows that Brouwer's theorem is true
if the zero point theorem is true. o
The equivalence theorem shows that any e.d.f. z: Sn -~ Rn}1 can be
transformed in a continuous function f: Sn y Sn and conversely. In the lit-
eratur the transformation from z to f ha, been used for bot.h proving the
existence of an economic equilibrium using Brouwer's theorem and the com-
putation of an economic equilibrium price system. From the equivalence
theorem it follows however that this transformation is not necessary. More-
over, the transformation (3.1) seems to be rather artificial and is there-
fore not effícient from a computational viewpoint. In fact, by consider-
inq the maximum over zero and the excess demand essential information
at,out the structure of the excess demand function is lost.
4. Technique of triangulation
To pruve the zero point theorem we need the concept of a triangul-
n
ation of a convex subset C in R. In general, a triangulation of a t-dim-
ensiorial set is a collection of t-dimensional simplices satisfying some
conditions. Like the t-dimensional unit simplex, a t-dimensional simplex
is the convex hull of ttl points. To ensure that the convex hull of tfl
points wl, ..,wt}1 is t-dimensional, the ttl poínts must be affinely in-
dependent, i.e.,
Ei}i ~iwl - 0 and E1}1 ~i - 0 imply ai - 0, i- 1,...,ttl.
I~r.Cin i t.ion ~. 1. A t,-dimension~~l slmplex or t-si.mplex in Rrr, t~ n, to be
denotF~d by o, is the convex hull of tfl affinely independent points
wl, ..,wt}1 in Rn. We write a- a(wl, ..,wt}1) and call the points
wl, wt}1 the vertices of a.
Definition 4.2. Let o be a t-simplex in Rn. Then a k-simplex r witYr k~, t.
is a face of o if all vertices of T are also vertices of a. we call a
(t-1)-face of o a facet of o. A facet T of a is said to be opposite to the
vertex wl if wl is a vertex of a but not a vertex of T, i- 1,...,ttl.- 9 -
Notice that a t-simplex a has exactly ttl facets, one opposite to each
vertex, and that o is a face of itself. Moreover, the 0-dimensional faces
of a simplex are its vertices.
For illustration, in figure 2, the sets {wl}, {w2}, {w3},
r(wl,wZ), T(wl,w3), T(w2,w3) and c(w1,w2,w3) are the faces of o(wl,w2,w-j).
The first tl~ree sets are the vertices of a and the next three are the
facets of a. The 1-simplex z(wl,w2) is for example the facet of a opposite
3
to w , etc.
I
w
Fiqure 2. The simplex c?(ual,w2,w3)
Definition 4.3. Two different simplices Q1 and a2 are adjacent (to each
other) either if one is a facet of the other or if they share a common
facet.
In fiyure 3,a1 and a2 are adjacent since they share the common facet 1.
Moreover, T and al are adjacent since t is a facet of al. Of course, also
t and o2 are adjacent by the same reason.- 10 -
Fiqure 3. Illustration of adjacent simplices.
Let C be an m-dimensional convex subset of Rn.
The boundary and the interior of C, both relatively taken with respect to
the affíne hu11 of C will be denoted by bd C and int C respectively.
Definition 4.4. A collection G of m-simplices is a trianqulation of C if
a) C is the union of all simplices in G;
b) the intersection of two simplices in G is either empty or a common
face;
c) each facet of a simplex of G either belongs to bd C and is a facet of
just one simplex in G or it does not belong to bd C and is a facet of
exactly two simplices in G.
These conditions exclude for example figure 4, in which condit-
ion b does not hold since the intersection of al and aZ is not a common
face of both.
Fiqure 4. G is n~~t a trianqulation.- 11 -
To see what condition c means, let C-[-1,1] and let G be the collection
of 1-simplices defined by
G-{C0,1]}, {C- n, - n}1]~ n- 1,2,...}.
Clearly the conditions a and b are satisfied, but c does not hold since the
point ~0} is a 0-face of the simplex [0,1] only. Each locally finite trian-
gulation, however, satísfies condition c.
Defirrition 4.5. A triangulation G of C is locally finite if for each x E C,
x has a neighbourhood meeting only a finite number of simplices of G.
Obviously, in the last example G is not locally finite, since each neigh-
bourhood of 0 meets an infinite number of sirnplices. Figure 5 shows a loc-
ally finite tri-anqulation, although the number of simplices is infinite.
Ob~erve that C is open at th~ hottom. F'inally, figure 6 shows a trianqul-
ation which is not locall.y finite but satisfies condition c.
Fiqure 5. C' is bounded, not closed. G is a locally finite triangulation.- Lz -
Figure 6. C-{conv{b,ak,aktl}, k- 1,2,...}. G is a not locally finite
trianqulation.
L.emma 4.6. Let G be a trianqulation of the m-dimensi.onal subset C of Rn,
m n. L~-t D he an (m-1)-dimensional subset of bd C such that C fl aff D
is contained in D. Then D is triangulated by the collection of (m-1)-
simplices which are facets of simplices of G, lying in D.
The proof of this lemma can be found in Spanier [22]. The lemma
is illustrated in figure 7 where for example the facet t(wZ,w3) is triany-
ulated into the 1-simplices T1, T2 and T3 which are facets of the sim-
plices in o(wl,wz,w3). In qeneral, if C is a polyhedron then the triang-
ulation of C induces a trianqulation on each facet of C. 'Phis raises the
question what lemma 4.6 means if C is not polyhe3ral. As a matter of fact
we have that a compact non-polyhedral set cannot be triangulated at all.





Figure 7. Illustration of lemma 4.6.
Definition 4.7. Let G be a triangulation of C.
The d.iameter of a simplex of G, to be denoted by diam a, is
diam a - max{~,~ x-y ;21x,y E a}
and the mesh of a triangulation G is
mesh G- sup{diam al,a E G}.
The rnesh of a triangulation is a measure of the coarseness of the triangul-
ation For trianqulationsof Sn whose mesh can be made arbitrarily small
we refer to Todd [24].
5. Sperner's lemma
As has beer, argued in section 2, the basic idea of simplicial
approximation is to find an (ntl)-tuple of differently labelled points.
Sperner's lemma says under which conditions a triangulation of Sn has a
simplex, whose nfl vertices are differently labelled.- 14 -
Let G be a trianqulation of ~n, and let 4 be a labe~llinq function
from Sn to the set tl,...,ntl}. In the sequc~l the ~et il,...,ntll of in-
tegers will 6e denoted Inti~
Definition 5.1. An n-simplex of the triangulation G is completely labelied
if all its n;l vertices are dífferently labelled.
Note that the definition is equivalent with saying that c(wl, . .,wnrl) is
completely labelled if for any j E In}i there exist.s an index i. E Inti J
such that
'the following lemma due to Sperner (23] qives a sufficient condition for
-n
t.h~~ ~~xi cr,,nce of r,r comhletel.y labelled ,implex ot: ,c triancaulation G of :~ .
Lemma 5.2. (Sperner, 1928)
Let G be a trianqulation of Sn. Assume that each vertex of G is labelled
with one of the integers out of the set In}1 such that no vertex in Si
carries label i, i- 1,...,ntl. Then there is at least one completely lab-
elled simplex in G.
The lemma is clear for n- 1 as is illustrated in figure 8. Since e(1)
carries label 1 and e(2) carries label 2 there must be at least one sim-
plex whose two vertices carry the labels i and 2. In the figure al, Q2 and
a3 are all completely labelled simplices.
02 a3
~ e(2)
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
Figure 8. Zllustration of Sperner's lemma for n- 1.
Observe that the number of completely labelled simplices must be odd for
n - 1.
For n- 2 the lemma is illustrated in figure 9.3 e(3)
e(2)
F~iqure 9. Illustration of Sperner's lernma for n- 2.
A proof of 5perner's lemma by induction on n can be found in Todd [24].
Actually, he proves a stronger form of the lemma, which says that the
number of completely labelled n-simplices is odd.
We call a labelling function p from Sn to In}) which satisfies the cond-
ition of Sperner's lemma that k(x) ~ i if x E Si, a proper labelling.
In the next section the zero point theorem will be proved by def-
inin~~ a labelling rule from Sn into In}1 which is both proper and sat-
isfies the condition that a completely labelled simplex yields an ap-
proximate zero point. Then taking a sequence of triangulations Gk,
k- 1,2,..., of Sn with mesh tendinq to zero, Sperner's lemma will guar-
antee that for each Gk there is at least one completely labelled simplex
ok, k- 1,2,... . Since Sn is compact there exists a convergent subse-
quence of completely labelled simplices. This subsequence converges to a
zero point.- 16 -
6. An existence proof and further results
In this section we prove the zero j~oint theorem hy takinq a proper
f
labelling function induced by the e.d.f. z: Sn ~ Rn 1 and applyinq Sper-
ner's lemma. Since z is an e.d.f., it f.ollows from íi) of definition 3.2
that there exists at least one index i with p. ~ 0 and z,(p) ` 0. Then,
i i -
together with (ii) we get that min{zi(P)!pi ~ 0} - min{zi(p)}. Thís brings
us to the following labelling rule.
Definition 6.1. (Integer labelling rule)
Let z be an e.d.f. Then each point p~ Sn is Labelled by the lab-
ellinq function R- Sn ; Zn}1 such that V,(p) - j if
miniiÍpi ~ 0 and zi(p) - min zh(p)}.
c h..Intl
C1"arly, definition 6.1 implies k(p) ~ i if p. - 0 so that k is a proper
i
labelling rule. We first show how close z(p) is to zero for an arbitrarily
chosen point p~ in a completely labelled simplex of a triangulation G of' Sn
with mesh G equal to S.
Lemma 6.2. Let e~ ~ be such that
max.~z,(x) - z.(y)~ ~ e x,y C a, a~ G.
)~ J 7
Then for any p~ in a completely labelled simplex ax of G we have
-2E ~ z,(pX) ~ f i- 1,...,ntl.
i
i ~ i
Proof. Let y be the vertex of o with k(y )
z,(yl) ~ 0. Hence,
(6.1)
- 1,...,ntl. Therefore,
z.(px) -(z.(p~) - z.(yl)) f z.(yl) ~ e i i i i
for all i, since p~ and yl lie in the same simplex ~7~ so that z.(px) -
i
zi(yl) ' E. On the other hand, suppose that zi(px) ~- 2c for some i.- 17 -
Then we must have zi(y3) ~- e, j- 1,...,ntl, since p~ and yl lie both in
ax. However, z,(y~) ~ z.(y~) since the vertex y~ carries label j,
~ - i
j- 1,...,ntl. Therefore zj(y3) ~- E, which implies zj(p~) ~ 0,
j- 1,...,ntl. Thís contradicts the fact that F..p~z.(px) - 0. Hence, for
J ] J
all i, z,(pX) ~-?.F, which completes the proof of the letmna. o
i
:~inr~~ S~ .ir~ compact ~~nri r is contínuous, for any E: . 0 we can find a d
such t.hat (F~.1) holds for any triangulation with mesh G equal to d. In
other words, by taking d small enough, max.!z,(p~)! can be made arbitrarily
i' i
small, where p~ is an arbitrarily chosen point in a completely labelled
simpl.ex of a triangulation G with mesh G ~ d. We will now show that Sper-
ner's lemma implies the zero point theorem.
Lemma 6.3. Sperner's lemma implies theorem 3.3.
[~roof. To prove t.hat any exces,; dernand function z from SIl into Rn}1 has a
--- - n
rero point., wr~ takr~ a r.equence 1Gk, k- t,2,...} of trianqulations of S
:~uch Chat
fk - mesh Gk -~ 0 if k~ W.
Recall from section 4 that such a sequence exists. Each vertex of Gk is
labelled accordinq to definition 6.1. Since the labelling function is a
proper labellinq rule, it follows from Sperner's lemma that for each
k- 1,2,... there exists a completely labelled simplex ak in Gk. Let yl(k)
be the vertex of ak with R(yl(k)) - i, i- 1,...,nfl, k- 1,2,... .
Since Sn is compact, there is a subsequence k., j- 1,2,..., of indices
J
with k, -; a as j-~ ~ such that the sequence
J
{yl(k.), j - 1,2,...}
J
converges to a point p~ in Sn. Since ek -r 0 if k-T ~, if follows immed-
iately that for all i
yl (k .) -~ px if j~ w,
J- 18 -
From the labellino rule we know that for all i and j
z.(yl(k.)) ~ 0.
i ~ -
Hence, by the continuity of the function z
z. (px) ~ 0
i -
- 1,...,ntl.
Since pTz(p) - 0 for all p E Sn, it follows that z.(p~) - 0 when px ~ 0.
i i
Furthermore, by condition (ii) of definition 3.2 we have zi(px) ~ 0 when
p~ - 0. Hence, z.(p) - 0, i- 1,...,ntl.
i i
In general, a simplicial algorithm on Sn makes a search for a
completely labelled simplex of a triangulation of Sn by generating a unique
path of adjacent simplices. In the original algorithm of Scarf I-17] and
n
the methods of Kuhn [6, 7] such a path has to start on the boundary of S
to prevent cycling and generating simplices outside Sn. So, if the accur-
acy of the found approximation is not satisfactory, these algorithms have
to be started all over again on the boundary of Sn with a triangulation
having a smaller mesh in order to improve the accuracy. Restart algorithms
which can start in any (grid) point of the unit simplex were developed
later on, see e.g. Kuhn and MacKinnon [8], and Van der Laan and Talman [12].
These algorithms take a sequence of triangulations with mesh tending to ze-
ro. For each subsequent triangulation a completely labelled simplex is
found by starting in a(grid) point lying in the completely labelled sim-
plex found in the previous triangulation of the sequence having a larger
mesh. As soon as some accuracy is reached this procedure can be terminated.
when the so-called variable dimension restart algorithm of [12] is applied
in combination with the Cl triangulation of (the affine hull of) Sn in-
troduced in Van der Laan and Talman [13], the path of adjacent simplices
generated by the algorithm can be interpreted as an adjustment process,
see e.g. Zangwill and Garcia [25] and Van der Laan and Talman [14~. This
process can be considered as an alternative for the well-known tatbnnement-
process.
From lemma 6.3 and theorem 3.4 we have the next corollary.- 19 -
Corollary 6.4. Brouwer's theorem is true.
[lsing the equivalence theorem we can relax the conditions of both
Brouwer's theorem and the zero point theorem.
n
Lemma 6.5. (Weak form of Brouwer's theorem on S)
Lef. f be a continuous function from Sn into Tn, the affine hu11
of Sn. If f~atisfies f,(x) ~ 0 if x. - 0, i- 1,...,ntl, then f has a
i - i
Eixecl point in Sn.
Proof. The proof follows by defining z: Sn -~ Rn}1 as in the second part
of the proof of the equivalence theorem. Again z satisfies the conditions
of the zero point theorem. Clearly a zero point px E Sn of z must be a
fixed point of f. o
The lemma shows the well-known fact that for the existence of a
fixed point the value of f in the interior of the domain does not matter.
Only the value of f on the boundary of the domain is important for being
able to prove the existence of a fixed point. This clarifíes also the rel-
ationship between Brouwer's theorem and Sperner's lemma.
The next lemma relaxes condition (i) of definition 3.2.
Lemma 6.6. Let z be a continuous function from Sn into Rn}1 satisfying
(i) for all p, there exists a nonnegative vector y(p) with yi(p) ~ 0 if
p. ~ 0 such that yT(p)z(p) - 0
i
(ii) zi(p) ? 0 if p E Si.
Then z has at least one zero.
Proof. Let f be defined as in the first part of the proof of the equíval-
ence theorem. By Brouwer's theorem, f has a fixed point px. Then, again
following the proof of theorem 3.4, z,(p~) ~ 0 for some j contradicts
J
yT(p~)z(p~) - 0, implying that z(p~) ~ 0. However, by (i) and (ii) this
implies that z(p~) - 0. - o
Observe that condition (i) of lemma 6.6 holds for both y(p) - p
andfor the case that y(p) - y, where y is some fixed positive vector. The
later case wi11 occur for a fixed price economy, see section 7.-20-
It should be noticed that lemma 6.5 is proved by using the zero point
theorem, whereas lemma 6.6 is proved by using Brouwer's theorem.
We conclude this section by noticing that under less restrictive
conditior.s on the economy, the exc~ss demand function z nced not to sat-
isty condition (ii) of definition 3.2. In particular if the preferences
are not monotonic, r~ero prices do n~t imply nonnegative excess demand. In
the following w~~ will speak about a"generalized excess demand function"
n n i. l T
(g.c.d.f.) if z: S~ R satisfies just. p z(p) -(1 (Walras' Law). Usinq
again the transformation of theorem 3.4 betwecn z and f, the next corol-
lary follows immediately, see also Scarf [18].
Corollary 6.7. Let the continuous function z: Sn ~ Rn}1 be a q.e.d.f. Then
there exists a pz such that z(p~) ~ 0.
Since pTz(p) - 0 it follows immediately that at px, zi(p~) ~ 0
implies p~ - 0. So, in equilibrium, excess supply of good i implies that
i
its price is zero.
7. Applications
in this section we qive some applications of the existence re-
sults of the previous section. In the first example we show that lemma
6.6 is useful for an economy with fixed prices. The second example applies
corollary 6.7 to the convex programming problem.
The fixed price economy
Let F. -( {xl, -i, wl})i-1
be an exchange E.conomy with m consumers and ntl
commodities. Suppose the conditions a)-c) of section 3 hold. Now assume
that a point p E Rn}1 is a vector of fixed positive prices. Clearly, in
f
general z(p) is not equal to zero.
For this economic model Drpze ( 4] defined an equilibrium concept
with quantity constraints on the excess supplies and the excess demands.
Here we will prove the existence of an equilibrium with quantity con-
straints on the supplies only (see Van der Laan [10]). In addition we
prove that such an equilibrium exists with no rationiny at all for at- 21 -
le~ast one commodity (see also Van der Laan I 11 Í and Kurz Í 9Í) . We call
such an equilibrium an unemployment equilibrium.
Definition 7.1. An unemployment equilibrium is an allocation {x
i- 1,...,m and a rationinq scheme R ~ 0 such that
(i) for all i, xl is a maximal element for ~, in the set
-i
B-(R) -{x E xl~px ~ pwl, x-wl ~ k}
(ii) 1~i-1 xl - zm-1 wl.
Theorem 7.2. Under the conditions a-c there exists an unemployment equil-
ibrium ~„ xl, i- 1,...,m, with P. --w fer at least one j, i.e., with no ~
quantity constraints on commodity j.
Proof. Let Dn be defitied by
n nr1
D-{x E Rt ~0 ~ xi - 1 for all i and x. - 1 for at least one j}.
J
For some q E Sn, 1et r(q) be the intersection point of the line trough




Figure 10. The line through the origin and q intersets Dn in r(q), n- 1.-zz-
Now, define for j- 1,...,nfl,
R.(q) - -r.(q)w.,
7 7 l
where w- ~:m 1 w1. Furthermore, let B1(q` -(x ~ X1'px ~ pwl and
x-wl - k(q)h and let z(q) -~i-1(xi(q) wi), where xl(q) is the rnaximal
element for ~ in Bl(q). From the conditions a-c it follows that xl(q) is
-i
a continuo~.rs function of q and satisfies pTxi(q) - pTwi Hence z is a
continuous function from Sn into Rn}1 and satisfies yT(q)z(q) - 0 for a11
q E Sn with y(q) - p. Finally q: - 0 implies r.(q) - 0 and hence ~. (q) - 0.
J J j
Since xl(q) E Bl(q) this implies xl(q) ~ wl and therefore z.(q) ~ 0. So,
7 - ] J -
z satisfies the conditions of lemma 6.6 from which it follows that there
exists a qx with z(qx) - 0. Clearly xl(qx), Q(q~) satisfy (i) and (ii) of
definition 7.1. Moreover, r(qx) ~ Dn, implying that r(q~) - 1 for at
j
least one j. Therefore ?,(qx) --w. for at least one j. Since ~. --w.
J J J 7
implies no rationing on commodity j, -w, can be replaced by -. This
J
proves the theorem, o
The convex proqramnring problem
Let g - 1,...,ntl be continuous functions from Rm into R,





subject to g(x) ~ 0, j- 2,...,nt1, and x~ 0.
j - --
This problem can be interpreted as a problem which involves profit max.i-
mization on the production side of an economy (see e.g. Scarf ~18]).
To sol.ve t}i~~ problem, for some fixed p E Sn we maximize the "profit
function"
~i(x,P) - P141 (x)
~ntl
~i-2 pi.gi(x)
suk.ject to x- ~i. l,ct x(p) he the value ~,f r, which maximize~-: h~x,p). Wc~
ar;s;ume that r,(}~1 is a cont.inuous function nf 1~. Now we define f: Sn
i Rnil- 23 -
by
fl(p) - -i:nY2 pjgj(x(p))
J-
fi(p) - P19i(x(p)). i - 2,...,nt1.
Clearly, since both x and g., i- 2,...,nt1, are continuous it follows
i
that f is continuous. Furthermore, we have that for all p E Sn
pTf (p) --p i:n}1 P 9 (x (p) ) t Er?tl
P P 9.(x (p) )- 0.
1 j-2 j i J-2 j 1 J
Hencc~ f: Sn ~ Rni] is a general excess demand function. F'rom corollary
6.7 we have that there is a px E Sn with f(px) ~ 0. The next two lemma's
show that x(px) solves the convex programming problem if there is an
x~ 0 with g,(x) ~ 0 for all j- 2,...,nt1.
- J
Lemma 7.3. If px '- 0, then x(px) is a solution.
Proof. Tf pi .~ 0, it. follows from fj(p) - plgj(x(p)), that gj(x(px)) - 0,
j- 2,...,nt1. Therefore x(pz) is feasible. Furthermore we have that
f (px) - -Entl pxg ( x(Px)) ~ 0.
1 J-2 j j -
So, g.(x(px)) ~ 0 implies px - 0 and hence pxg.(x(px)) - 0 for all
J J J J
j - 2,...,nt1.
Since x(px) maximizes h(x,pz) we have that for all x~ 0
h(x(px),Px) - p19](x(px)) - F.i}2 p~gi(x(Px)) ~ Pxgl(x) -
ntl x
ïi-2 pigi(x).
Since p~q.(x(px)) - 0,
J 7
it follows that
- 2,...,nt1, and g.(x) ~ 0 for all feasible x,
J -
pxg (x(px)) - h(x(px),Px) ' Pxg ( x) - Fntl pxg (x) ~ x
] 1 - 1 1 i-2 i i - plgl(x)'- 24 -
z ~ 0 im lies for all feasible x. Hence,pl p
gl (x(Px) ) ~ 91 (x)
for all x subject to g.(x) 0, j- 2,...,nt1 and x-~ 0. So x(pX) is a
~ - -
solution.
Lemma 7.4. If there is an x? 0 with g,(x) ~" U, j- 2,...,nt1, then pi ~ 0.
Proof. Suppose p~ - 0. Since f(p~) ~ 0 we get that En}1 p~g (x(p~)) ~ 0.
1 1 - J-2 j j -
Let x~ 0 be such that g.(x) ~ 0, j- 2,...,nt1. Since p~ - 0 we have that
J ~ntl p~g (x) ~ 0.
j -2 j j
Hence,
h(x,px) - P~g (x) - Entl p~g (x) ~ 0
1 1 ~-2 j j
which contradicts the fact that
h(x,p~) ~ h(x(Px),Px) - P~9 (x(px)) - Entl pxg (x(p~)) ` 0.
- 1 1 j-2 7 j -
Therefore p~ ~ 0.
Consequently, under the condition that there exists an interior point x
with g.(x) ~ 0, j- 2,...,nt1, a solution of the convex proqramming pro-
J
blem can be found by constructing a zero point of its associated general
excess deman~3 f~.inction f as defined above. However, to determine f(p) in
a qiven point p, the "profit function" h(x,p) must be maximized given p.
This can be done by applying a simplicial algorithm adapted to the non-
linear complementarity problem, see e.g. Van der Laan and Talman ~15].
0- 25 -
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